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About This Game

There was a time when pilots were TRUE pilots. Be aware, this game is only for the true ones...

Drive furiously fast on gorgeous landscapes and fight against your monstrous cars in this hillclimb racing game that takes place
in the 60's. A pure Time Attack game where you're driving iconic cars from the "Gentlemen Drivers" era.

Cross the finish line at the top off the hill as fast as possible ! Make the best time to be the best ranked at the world
leaderboards.

Taste the feelings of vintage driving in this game with its wondeful graphics and its realistic physics engine.

- 4 car categories (from micro cars to F1)
- 11 unique tracks with slalom and reversed variations

- 6 championships
- International Rankings

- Simple Controls with minimal aids.
- Instant fun and entertainment.
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Title: Classic Racers
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Vision Reelle
Publisher:
Vision Reelle
Release Date: 26 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Amd or Intel, 2 cores minimum and above 2 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GeForce 400 series (Fermi) / AMD Radeon HD 6000 series (TerraScale2) - Intel HD 5000 - 512 Mo
Minimum

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows 7 Integrated Sound Cards

English
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Crash after crash ruins an otherwise decent game.. I bought the game based on several positive reviews.

Level 1 feels like a tutorial for the rest of the game... then Level 2 starts and you realize that it's the exact same thing with two
additions:
1. A thing you can buy to boost a stat that as far as I can tell has no effect on the game
2. one extra item you can use to... I don't know... have more stuff on the screen?

Combine this with the music loop you can't turn off and the sound effects which are funny once but not the roughly eight
thousand times you hear "That's your opinion man!" to clear an objective and it just makes the game not worth your time or
money.

I made it to 1.5 hours before I requested a refund and maybe I missed the button in the options labeled "make game fun" but I
couldn't find anything here. It's not even that the game is terrible, it's just medeocre.. its forgettable; so much so that I suspect
the glowing reviews are not legitimate.. Cant \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing play this game on any of my desktops for some
reason. Many people have the same issue. Crashes in match lobby.. Incredibly fun game, excellent aesthetic and quality
soundtrack. Definitely one of those hidden gem games.. 999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999
999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999
999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999
999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999
999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999
999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999
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999999999999\/10. Interesting tool. On it's own it is fun, but I would love to see a video tutorial of someone making something
with this, then importing and setting it up in Unity.. A solid 8/10.

The platforming has an effective combination of freedom and challenge. It follows the golden game design rule of allowing you
to take more risks to go faster. It has problems, but when it works, it feels like being inside Celeste or Super Meat Boy. The core
gameplay is enjoyable, but there are some flaws.. \u4e09\u56fd\u542f\u8499\u4f5c\uff0c\u5f53\u5e74\u76d7\u7248\u76d8\u9
1cc\u914d\u7684\u8fd8\u662f\u4ed9\u5251\u7684\u97f3\u4e50\uff01\u73b0\u5728\u7528\u6b27\u670d\u4ef7\u6765\u8865\
u7968\uff01\u8001\u5149\u8363\u8d5b\u9ad8\uff01. My online wont wark. Boring game not worth your time and cash. No
animation, gameplay there is no gameplay it's basically a waiting symulator.
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Great light novel Game adaption, got love-able characters and is worth your time

Also Meguru best girl by a mile. And by grace not only is she the cutest she's also the most relatable. I would tell you more of
the details, but you should go find out why for yourself. Fun, fast paced, original gamplay with several game modes (my
favourite is Merlinball!)!
Awesome music and sounds, and amazing detail for a 2D game!
I love the exp system, something I totally did no expect when first playing the game (you know how addictive gaining exp is!)@
By yourself or with friends, this game is awesome! Excellent!! ヽ(´▽`)/. Good game, I just wish it ran better on Windows 7. If
you ever played the old original Gand Theft Auto (which rockstar used to let you download for free) and liked it, then this game
is for you. I got it for 1 dollar and feel like I should have paid much more. Hat's off to the developers formaking me think of
days gone by.. I really do like this game. Steam Roll makes you think a couple moves ahead before even shooting one ball.

I am having problems with "meeting point" but that shouldn't be a reason I do not recommend this game.. A true danmaku
(unlike most things that call themselves "bullet hell" on Steam). Tiny hitbox, dense patterns you have to memorize, bullets that
turn into points, the cherry blossom level, all the classics.

So much fun. I just wish it had more levels.
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